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Abstract: This paper aims to provide increased productivity for designing, integrating and implementing systems using xilinx vivado design suite. It can accelerate design implementation with place and route tools that analytically optimize for multiple and concurrent design metrics such as timing, congestion, total wire length, utilization and power; it also provides design analysis capabilities at each design stage. An overview of vivado design suite is illustrated with configuration, implementation, detailed implementation, summary, settings along with component name. Here the component DDS compiler has been chosen and the waveform repository, design settings are added to it. Improved productivity results are indicated through simulation, synthesis, implementation, bistream generation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Vivado® Design Suite is designed to improve productivity. This tool suite is architected to increase the overall productivity for designing, integrating, and implementing systems using the Xilinx® 7 series, Zynq®-7000 All Programmable (AP) SoC, and UltraScale™ devices. Xilinx devices are now much larger and come with a variety of new technology, including stacked silicon interconnect (SSI) technology, up to 28 gigabyte (GB) high speed I/O interfaces, hardened microprocessors and peripherals, analog mixed signal, and more. These larger and more complex devices create multidimensional design challenges, when handled incorrectly, that can prevent the achievement of faster time-to-market and increased productivity. With the Vivado Design Suite, you can accelerate design implementation with place and route tools that analytically optimize for multiple and concurrent design metrics, such as timing, congestion, total wire length, utilization and power. The Vivado Design Suite provides you with design analysis capabilities at each design stage. This allows for design and tool setting modifications earlier in the design processes where they have less overall schedule impact, thus reducing design iterations and accelerating productivity. The Vivado Design Suite replaces the existing Xilinx ISE® Design Suite of tools. It replaces all of the ISE Design Suite point tools, such as Project Navigator, Xilinx Synthesis Technology (XST), implementation, CORE Generator™ tool, Timing Constraints Editor, ISE Simulator (ISim), ChipScope™ Analyzer, Xilinx Power Analyzer, FPGA Editor, PlanAhead™ design tool, and SmartXplorer. All of these capabilities are now built directly into the Vivado Design Suite and leverage a shared scalable data model.

Built on the shared scalable data model of the Vivado Design Suite, the entire design process can be executed in memory without having to write or translate any intermediate file formats, which accelerates runtimes, debug, and implementation while reducing memory requirements. All of the Vivado Design Suite tools are written with a native tool command language (Tcl) interface. All of the commands and options available in the Vivado Integrated Design Environment (IDE), which is the graphical user interface (GUI) for the Vivado Design Suite, are accessible through Tcl.

The Vivado Design Suite also provides powerful access to the design data for reporting and configuration as well as the tool commands and options. It interacts with the Vivado Design Suite using, GUI-based commands in the Vivado IDE, Tcl commands entered in the Tcl Console in IDE or saved to a Tcl script file that is run either in the Vivado IDE or in the Vivado Design Suite Tcl shell. A mix of GUI-based and Tcl commands, Tcl script can contain Tcl commands covering the entire design synthesis and implementation flow, including all necessary reports generated for design analysis at any point in the design flow.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

FPGA Design of Real Time MDFD System Using High Level Synthesis (Chuliang Wei et.al, 2019) in this paper, a novel technique (MDFD) multi input depth from defocus has been introduced. This technique has been implemented on FPGA device, to improve the latency and interval of the proposed technique using vivado HLS (high level synthesis).Initially it is designed through C/C++ code and it is converted to verilog or VHDL code. Output images are obtained in the form of pixel size of 640x480. A continuous image like about 22 images can be processed at a time at 20MHZ frequency along with the depth of accuracy of 93.2% i.e represents the state of art of MDFD technique. Frame – based programming, stream - based processing for medical image processing applications (Joost Hoozemans et.al., 2019) this paper explains about the technique to set up the image and video processing pipelines which has been established from framed based programming and stream based processing especially for FPGA.
This method adopts soft core VLIW preprocessors with ‘C’ compiler to estimate the difficulties while using software before entering into high level synthesis design flow. This technique takes high time consumption to design or introduce new product, it act as a bridge to connect software developers and hardware designers to provide efficient circuit simulation and synthesis time.

Optimized Memory Allocation and Power Minimization for FPGA-based Image Processing (Paulo Garcia et. al., 2019) in this paper, proposed methods adopted are optical flow and mean shift tracking. Nowadays in FPGA implementation for image processing, power and memory consumption is the main challenge for building or designing high level architectures. Proposed methods will reduce the utilization, power consumption and will produce efficient FPGA based image processing. It brings out memory efficient architectures from hardware description language and high level synthesis designs, 60% utilization efficiency, 70% dynamic power consumption and total power reduced up to 30% without affecting the performance.

A New FPGA based Architecture to Improve Performance of Deflectometry Image Processing Algorithm (Faraz Bhatti et. al, 2017) in this paper, proposed method, Deflectometry image processing algorithm has been introduced to investigate effects on reflecting surfaces. Proposed architecture has been designed using vivado HLS. Hardware implementation provides flexibility for reconfigurability, parallelization and pipelining which improves latency, execution time and gain. Proposed architecture along with simulation results are explained. It shows the correlation between productivity and resource utilization.

Generating FPGA based Image Processing Accelerators with Hipacc (Oliver Reichie et. al., 2017) this paper aims to provide high comfort zone among hardware target architectures. Hipacc is the proposed framework which is the combination of DSL (Domain specific language) and source to source compiler for image processing applications. Here the proposed framework generates software C based implementation using DSL for targeted FPGA’s; it includes individual memory requirement and provides effective distinguished conversions. As a final result it provides comparison of efficient implementation cuda software (CPU) and hardware accelerators using DSL source code.

Very High Level Synthesis for Image Processing Applications (YanjingBI et. al., 2016) this paper aims to produce effective model for FPGA designs in Matlab environment by using very high level synthesis method. The proposed VHLS method contains behavior specification, source to source compiler, control and data path extraction, RTL generation, after performing these entire steps target RTL will be generated. The above method is designed with composite design flow for evaluating it in real life applications. This technique provides efficient RTL productivity and in conversion of C to RTL and it decreases the complication of design flow.

III. PROPOSED WORK

Procedure for implementing hardware software codesign in the DDS compiler:

Double click on DDS COMPILER 6.0, on left side of the window, tab with IP symbol enabled show input and output ports are displayed and information like resource estimates, AXI4- stream port structure are indicated. On right on side, starting with component name and tabs like configuration, implementation, detailed summary are displayed. In configuration tab, set configuration option as “SINCOSLUT” only. In system requirements, set system clock frequency as 100 MHZ, number of channels as ‘1’, mode of operation as “Standard”, parameter section as “hardware parameters”, noise shaping as “none”. In hardware parameters, set phase width as “16”, range will be “3 to 16” and output width as “16”, range will be “3 to 26”. Click on implementation; make output section as “SINE”, amplitude mode as “Full range”. Implementation options like memory type, optimization goal, Dsp480SE are indicated as default values. In detailed implementation tab, AXI channel options as “packet framing”. In TUSER options, input as “user field”, data output as “user field”, output “not required”, user field width as “1”, Output form as “sign and magnitude”, synchronization mode as “on vector”. In latency configuration, set mode as “auto” and latency value as “4”. Select control signals as “ARESET n (active low) it must be asserted for a minimum of two cycles. Then the summary will provide the selected complete details. After setting all these mode of configurations, Result analysis is done. Screenshots for implementing hardware software codesign in DDS compiler are shown below:

Figure 1 Configuration of hardware software codesign in DDS compiler
Figure 2 Implementation of hardware software codesign in DDS compiler

Figure 3 Detailed Implementation of hardware software codesign in DDS compiler

Figure 4 Summary of hardware software codesign in DDS compiler

Procedure for analyzing performance results based on simulation, synthesis, implementation and bit stream generation:

Click on simulation → run behavior simulation. Simulation scripts are generated and also it will generate simulation waveform for the given input SINE wave signal according to the phase width and output width values. Output simulation waveforms from 0 to 1000 ns are displayed below.

Behavioral Simulation results:
Right click on synthesis → run synthesis → launch synthesis run and click OK in dialog box for starting synthesis. It will take time to perform, synthesis scripts are generated and the designs are produced accordingly which is displayed below.

Synthesis design result:

Right click on implementation → run implementation → launch implementation run and click OK in dialog box for starting the implementation, it will take time to perform, here route_design will be completed after implementation process which is shown below.

Implementation design result:
Figure 8 Screenshot for Elaborated design

Project summary report has been generated along the details with settings, board part, synthesis, implementation, DRC violations, timing, utilization, power screenshots are displayed below.

![Figure 8 Screenshot for Elaborated design](image-url)
In this paper, experiment shows that hardware implementation using software tool VIVADO HLS 2018.2 version has been done. Results for simulation, synthesis design, implementation design, schematic view, bitstream configuration and generation are illustrated. Project summary report along with board part is indicated. RTL design (or) RTL implementation has an advantage of both time consuming and error prone. Creating RTL project using VIVADO HLS, it improves the design in better way, decreases latency, increases the throughput, lower the area and device resource utilization.
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